Anomalously dispersive cavities, particularly white light cavities, may have larger bandwidth to finesse ratios than their normally dispersive counterparts. Partly for this reason, their use has been proposed for use in LIGO-like gravity wave detectors and in ring-laser gyroscopes. In this paper we analyze the quantum noise associated with anomalously dispersive cavity modes. The vacuum field energy associated with a particular cavity mode is proportional to the cavity-averaged group velocity of that mode. For anomalously dispersive cavities with group index values between 1 and 0, this means that the total vacuum field energy associated with a particular cavity mode must exceed hω/2. For white light cavities in particular, the group index approaches zero and the vacuum field energy of a particular spatial mode may be significantly enhanced. We predict enhanced spontaneous emission rates into anomalously dispersive cavity modes and broadened laser linewidths when the linewidth of intracavity emitters is broader than the cavity linewidth.
Anomalously dispersive cavities, particularly white light cavities, may have larger bandwidth to finesse ratios than their normally dispersive counterparts. Partly for this reason, their use has been proposed for use in LIGO-like gravity wave detectors and in ring-laser gyroscopes. In this paper we analyze the quantum noise associated with anomalously dispersive cavity modes. The vacuum field energy associated with a particular cavity mode is proportional to the cavity-averaged group velocity of that mode. For anomalously dispersive cavities with group index values between 1 and 0, this means that the total vacuum field energy associated with a particular cavity mode must exceed hω/2. For white light cavities in particular, the group index approaches zero and the vacuum field energy of a particular spatial mode may be significantly enhanced. We predict enhanced spontaneous emission rates into anomalously dispersive cavity modes and broadened laser linewidths when the linewidth of intracavity emitters is broader than the cavity linewidth. 
I. INTRODUCTION
When the finesse of an optical cavity is improved, buildup [28] increases but resonance bandwidth decreases. Resonance bandwidth may be increased without degrading buildup by decreasing cavity length. For some applications, such as interferometry-based gravity-wave detection and Sagnac interferometry, decreasing cavity length degrades overall system performance. For other applications, such as fast single-photon generation [1, 2] , decreasing cavity length may be profitable, but is not possible past a minimum length.
When actual decreases in length are either unprofitable or impossible, it is natural to consider the use of anomalous intra-cavity dispersion. For a given cavity geometry, buildup scales with finesse (F ), while resonance bandwidth scales inversely with quality (Q). Quality and finesse are related by Q = F × (ν o L g /c), where ν o is the resonant frequency, c is the speed of light, and L g is the round-trip group optical path difference. L g is defined in terms of the round trip phase φ and the angular frequency ω by L g ≡ cdφ/dω [3] . In the presence of dispersion, L g = n g , where is the cavity round trip length and n g is an effective cavity group index. The response of the ratio F/Q to changes in n g is identical to its response to changes in . However, while , has a minimum resonant value (λ/2 for symmetric cavities), n g may approach zero for a particular range of frequencies [4, 5] . Cavities where n g approaches zero at a cavity resonance have been referred to as "white-light cavities," in reference to their dispersion-broadened resonances [6] .
The white-light cavity literature is centered around two potential applications, gravity wave sensing [6] [7] [8] and rotation sensing [9] . LIGO-like gravity wave detectors take the form of large Michelson interferometers. In signal re- * Electronic address: bradshaw@lanl.gov cycling, mirrors may be placed near the entrance to each Michelson arm, forming a pair of Gire-Tournois cavities. In power recycling, a mirror is placed in advance of the central beam splitter, making the entire interferometer into an optical cavity. In either case, the increase in signal due to enhanced buildup is gained only at the expense of bandwidth, and white-light cavities have been considered as a way to combine large bandwidth with large buildup.
Rotation in a ring-resonator gyroscope is equivalent to cavity elongation/truncation when resonator and mode are co-/counter-rotating [9] . The frequency response of a cavity mode to a change in length may be enhanced via anomalous dispersion; as the round-trip length changes, the resonant frequency ω o associated with a given mode changes according to dω o /d = −nω o /( n g ), which grows large as n g approaches 0. Shahriar et al. found that the increase of frequency sensitivity in a passive anomalously dispersive ring cavity would be counterbalanced by the concurrent increase in resonance bandwidth, leaving no net gain in rotation resolution [9] . However, they argued that this cancellation could be avoided by using an active interferometer in the form of a white-light ring-laser gyroscope.
The effectiveness of white-light cavities for any sensing application is partially determined by white-light cavity noise. Some implementation-dependent sources of noise have been quantified by Wicht et al. [6] for a doublelambda system and by Sun et al. [10] for a double gain system. A comparison of several implementations can be found in a later work by Wicht et al. [11] . However, the white-light cavity literature does not include, to our knowledge, any work on the noise due to vacuum energy intrinsic to a white-light cavity.
In this paper, we show by simple and largely classical arguments that the vacuum field energy associated with the ground state of an anomalously dispersive cavity mode diverges as that mode approaches the ideal (n g → 0, F → ∞) associated with a white-light cavity.
This divergence is intrinsic to the definition of a whitelight cavity and is independent of any specific implementation. It has the consequence that spontaneous emission of an excited particle into the white-light cavity mode may increase substantially. This, in turn, has two consequences. First, the width of a white-light laser line must be broadened by anomalous dispersion. This broadening, if applied to the configuration proposed by Shahriar et al. [9] would cancel the increased frequency sensitivity of a white-light ring-laser gyroscope. Second, it suggests that anomalous dispersion may be useful in enhancing the quantum yield of single photon emitters where radiative decay into the mode of interest must compete with nonradiative decay or with radiation into other spatial modes.
In the following section we review the result of applying the standard classical expression for the narrowbandwidth energy density in a lossless, dispersive medium to the quantization of a closed cavity. We introduce a distinction between two energies, which we call the "field energy" and the "total energy," and which are related by the ratio between cavity-averaged phase and group velocities. The total cavity energy is quantized as a simple harmonic oscillator, but only the field energy interacts with dipoles inside the cavity. In Section III, we explore the vacuum field noise in an anomalously dispersive cavity using an alternative coupled-cavity approach. This approach allows us to find an expression for the vacuum fields that is independent of any specific expression for the electromagnetic energy density in a dispersive medium. It also provides a simple view of the effect of dispersion on the power spectrum of the vacuum field energy. We find that this approach also recovers the results of Section II when the assumptions of that section (no loss and negligible group velocity dispersion) are applied. We then relax the assumptions of Section II and use a numerical model of a physical medium and show that as the round trip loss approaches zero, the quantum field noise of a white light cavity resonance diverges. We briefly address the relationship between this increased noise and the quantum limited laser linewidth of anomalously dispersive cavities.
II. SPONTANEOUS EMISSION IN A LOSSLESS, DISPERSIVE MEDIUM
Electromagnetic field quantization in an evacuated, closed and lossless cavity proceeds as follows:
1. A complete set of orthonormal electromagnetic modes is identified.
2. The volume-integrated energy of each of these modes is represented.
3. Each mode is quantized as though it were a simple harmonic oscillator. [29] When a dispersive medium is introduced into a cavity, both steps 1 and 2 become problematic.
Step 1 becomes problematic because a dispersive medium must have loss (or gain), which couples the electromagnetic fields of a dispersive cavity to external degrees of freedom. True electromagnetic modes can then only be found by explicitly including these external degrees of freedom.
Step 2 becomes problematic because dispersion also complicates the concept of electromagnetic field energy density. Whether or not energy that has been stored by a dispersive medium returns to field form depends on future interactions between medium and field [30] . In other words, the electromagnetic energy density of a dispersive medium is nonlocal in time.
These difficulties with steps 1 and 2 can both be avoided if, rather than seek a complete set of orthonormal electromagnetic modes we focus on a single cavity mode. Although a causal dispersive medium must have loss (or gain), causality does not prevent this loss from being small or even vanishing for particular frequencies. Thus, although a causal dispersive cavity must be open (i.e. coupled to external degrees of freedom) in general, it may be effectively closed at particular resonances. In addition, a perfect, closed cavity mode has a vanishing spectral width. Although the electromagnetic energy density in a dispersive medium is, in general, an ill-defined quantity, it is well defined in the absence of loss for spectrally narrow excitations.
A. Energy density of a quasimonochromatic planar wave in a lossless, dispersive medium
The effect of dispersion on the electromagnetic energy density of a quasimonochromatic excitation in a lossless linear medium is particularly simple for planar waves. When only radiative energy transportation is non-negligible, Poynting's theorem takes the form
where S is the Poynting vector and u is the electromagnetic energy density. If absorption, scattering, and group velocity dispersion are all negligible, a direct calculation of the divergence of a spectrally narrow planar wave propagating through a dispersive medium yields
where v g is the group velocity of the planar wave, and the angle brackets denote a cycle average. If dispersion were neglected, S /v g in Eq. (2) would become S /v p , where v p is the phase velocity. In other words, if u f is an expression for the nondispersive energy density, then u can be found from u f via
where n g , and n are the refractive index and the group index. The standard form for the cycle averaged electromagnetic energy density in a lossless, isotropic, linear, dispersionless medium is [12, 13] 
Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) gives the cycle averaged electromagnetic energy density in a lossless, isotropic, linear, dispersive medium,
For spectrally narrow excitations in lossless media, dispersion has a simple relationship to energy storage by the dispersive medium. If we call u f the field energy density and u the total energy density then we can also define a third quantity, u s as the stored energy density, or the difference between the total energy density and the field energy density. In normally dispersive media, u > u f , and u s is positive because electromagnetic energy is dispersively stored in the medium. In anomalously dispersive cavities, where 0 ≤ n g < n, u < u f and u s is negative. Just as u s > 0 in a dispersive medium signifies temporary absorption, u s < 0 in an anomalously dispersive medium signifies temporary emission. In either case, energy exchange is governed by the interaction between the instantaneous spectrum of the planar wave and the response function complex susceptibility of the dispersive medium [14] . In the limit of a white light cavity, u s = −u f and u = 0, meaning that all of the field energy has been donated by the medium.
A strength of Eq. (2) and subsequent expressions is that they show the effect of dispersion on the energy density explicitly and simply. However, these expressions were derived for planar waves and do not apply when there is interference between waves propagating in different directions. This rules out their application to many optical cavities.
B. Energy of a quasimonochromatic mode in a lossless, dispersive medium
A more general but less intuitive form for the energy density may be found by using vector identities and Maxwell's equations to make the transformation
and then using the narrow-band nature of the excitation and linearity to obtain [12, 13] 
where the angle brackets denote a cycle average.
Eq. (7) shows that the simple relationship between dispersion and energy density given for planar waves in Eq. (3) does not generalize to non-planar waves. For example, consider the energy density of counterpropagating waves of equal amplitude and frequency and identical polarization in a dielectric. If we assume that and µ and their first frequency derivatives are real, then we can use the identities n = µ/( o µ o ) and n g = n + ωdn/dω to obtain
Since the medium is a lossless dielectric, ωd /dω = η , and ωdµ/dω = 0, where η is a real number. Applying these values to Eq. (8) gives n g /n = 1 + η/2. In the standing wave that results from the counter-propagating waves, electric field nodes correspond with magnetic field antinodes. At electric field nodes, E 2 = 0, and u/u f = 1. At electric field anti-nodes, H 2 = 0, and u/u f = 1 + η. Thus, Eq. (4) does not generalize to non-planar waves.
However, an analogue to Eq. (4) does apply to cavity modes. Assuming losslessness and vanishing imaginary derivatives for and µ, we rewrite Eq. (7) as
We now note that the electric and magnetic contributions to the total modal energy of a nondispersive cavity mode are equal. That is, for the field associated with a mode that satisfies closed boundary conditions and the Helmholtz equation,
This is equivalent to the fact that the cycle-integrated momentum and position energies of a simple harmonic oscillator must be equal. The spatial field distribution of a mode, as governed by the Helmholtz equation and a particular set of boundary conditions, does not change when dispersion is added, so long as and µ are not changed for the modal frequency. Thus Eq. (10) remains true when dispersion is taken into account (although it no longer equates the total electric and magnetic contributions to the modal energy). Applying Eq. (10) to an integral of Eq. (9) over the modal volume of a homogeneous cavity gives
where U is the total modal energy and u f is the field energy density given by Eq. (4). Because we are taking µ and and their first derivatives to be real, we can substitute Eq. (8) into Eq. (11), which gives
where the field energy U f is defined by
Eq. (12) is a modal energy analog to Eq. (3) for planar waves. U f is a cycle-averaged expression for the energy of a nondispersive electromagnetic mode. Eq. (12) gives a simple description of the effect of dispersion on the total modal energy associated with a given field strength.
C. The quantized electric field
Assuming that a dispersive cavity mode may be quantized as a simple harmonic oscillator, we write its Hamiltonian H in terms of an annihilation operator (a) and a creation operator (a † ) as
We note here that the energy associated with H cannot be negative and cannot therefore be related to Eq. (12) when the ratio n g /n is negative [31] . The electric field may then be written in terms of a and a † in the form
where f (r) gives the spatial distribution and polarization of the electric field and E is a complex number whose amplitude gives a characteristic electric field strength. To make the effect of the mode volume (V ) on the electric field explicit, we choose to normalize f according to the rule f 2 d 3 r = V . Combining Eqs. (15), (14) , (13), (12), and (10) then gives
If we restrict our consideration to dielectrics, then = n 2 ,
and |E| = hω 0nng V , which is the expression for the electric field strength given by Garrison and Chiao [15] who follow Milonni [16] . This expression agrees with a more general and earlier one implicit in work by Drummond [17] . In addition, dispersive expressions for characteristic field strengths (electrical or otherwise) may be related to expressions that neglect dispersion [18] using the rule |E dispersive |/|E nondispersive | = n/n g .
Eq. (16) suggests three separate ways to increase the characteristic electric field strength: the mode volume V may be decreased, the impedance n/ may be increased, or the group index n g may be brought close to zero. In the ideal white light cavity, n g → 0, which implies that |E| → ∞.
One other interesting aspect of the ideal white light cavity is the mode energy. As n g → 0 from the positive
A small cavity of length is coupled to a larger cavity of length L by a mirror with reflectance R. The small cavity contains a lossless, dispersive medium with a group index of ng.
side, U as defined in Eq. (12) also approaches zero. This is a result of a cancellation of energy between a negative stored energy (U s ) and a positive field energy (U f ). By analogy with the definition of U f , we can define a field Hamiltonian (H f ) as
which gives a vacuum field noise energy of
which becomes infinite for the closed cavity model as n g approaches zero. In atomic vapor systems currently used to achieve anomalous dispersion, n, r , and µ r are very close to 1. The total vacuum field noise then reduces to
In the next section we will present an open cavity model of a white light cavity that will reveal the effect of the group index on the cavity noise spectrum and allow us to make specific calculations based on reasonable models for a white light cavity medium.
III. COUPLED CAVITY APPROACH
In the previous section, we saw that the standard expression for the electromagnetic energy density in a dispersive medium implies that dispersion may scale the amplitudes of the electromagnetic fields associated with frequency eigenmodes in a closed, lossless cavity. Because the closed cavity treatment neglects loss, the field modes in the model are delta functions in frequency and give no insight into the effect of dispersion on the power spectrum of the modes. For the case of a white light cavity, the closed cavity treatment also suffers from the fact that the classical expression for the electromagnetic energy density of a white light mode suggests a total energy of zero. In this section we extend and corroborate the closed cavity approach by examining the effect of dispersive on the electromagnetic fields of a lossy cavity.
Cavity loss means that the electromagnetic energy inside a cavity is coupled to some external system or systems. In practice, cavity modes are coupled both to external electromagnetic field modes and also to atomic systems which in turn may be coupled to other modes and systems. Electromagnetic field modes are equivalent to simple harmonic oscillators. In linear regimes, atomic systems may also be modeled as simple harmonic oscillators. Thus a simple and reasonable way to model loss is to couple the system explicitly to a set of simple harmonic oscillators.
The simplest way to do this may be to couple the lossy cavity to a larger cavity. The lossy cavity mode then behaves as a coupled harmonic oscillator and the mode is referred to as a pseudomode. This lossy cavity pseudomode can be probed using the modes of the overall system, which behave as uncoupled harmonic oscillators, and are often called "true modes" or "universe modes [19] ." A nice discussion of the interrelations between pseudomodes, quasimodes, and true modes may be found in a thorough paper by Dalton and colleagues [20] . Our contribution here is to show not only that the true mode approach yields insight on the pseudomodes of a dispersive cavity, but that it does so in a way that not depend on the exact form of the electromagnetic energy density. Figure 1 depicts a simple 1 dimensional implementation of this approach involving three mirrors. The two outer mirrors are perfect, and the combined system is closed. The inner mirror has a reflectance R, is lossless, and is frequency independent for the range of frequencies that will interest us. These three mirrors form three distinct resonant systems: a longer reservoir cavity of length L, a shorter cavity of length , and a closed system comprised of the these two cavities coupled together. From here on we will refer to these resonant systems as the -cavity, the L-cavity, and the c-cavity. The L-cavity is evacuated while the -cavity contains a dispersive but lossless medium with refractive index, relative permeability and relative permittivity all equal to 1 at line center. [32] Our object is to see how dispersion affects the pseudomodes of the -cavity by using the modes of the c-cavity as probes.
We will begin by using this model to corroborate the results of Section II. By neglecting absorption/gain and group velocity dispersion, we will use the open cavity model rederive Eq. (19) without relying on any expression for the electromagnetic energy density in a dispersive medium. We will then extend this result by including group velocity dispersion using a specific model for an anomalously dispersive medium.
A. Total field noise of an open dispersive cavity mode in the absence of loss, gain, and group velocity dispersion
We we begin by using the model depicted in Figure 1 to calculate the total field energy in a dispersive cavity pseudo-mode. The total field energy (U f ) of an -cavity pseudo-mode is a combination of contributions from many c-cavity modes. Thus
where A is the mode area, u f i is the average energy density of the i'th c-cavity mode in the -cavity, and the sum is taken across one -cavity free spectral range. For the i'th c-cavity mode, the electric field amplitude in the -cavity (E i ) is related to the electric field in the L-cavity (E Li ) by
where t is the transmission coefficient of the central mirror and φ i is the round trip phase of the -cavity at ω i . Using Eq. (21) and noting that the ratio of field energy densities is proportional to the squared modulus of the squared electromagnetic fields, we obtain
where we use the losslessness of the mirror to get tt * = 1 − R.
We know that if R were 1, the modes of the Lcavity would act as ordinary simple harmonic oscillators because we understand the quantization of electromagnetic fields in a vacuum. The c-cavity modes are perturbed by the effect of the small cavity. However, assuming that L is large and that this perturbation would therefore not change the simple harmonic oscillator character of the overall modes, we take the total vacuum energy of the overall cavity modes to behω/2. To get an expression for u Li , we divide by a weighted volume. If we take the mode area in each cavity to be A then the volumes of the L-cavity and the -cavity are AL and A . The squared field in the -cavity differs from the that in the L-cavityby the factor given in Eq. (22) . The energy density in the small cavity differs from that of the field energy by the factor n g . Taken together, these considerations give an L-cavity energy density of
where
Thus, the total field energy of the pseudo-mode may be written as
(26) As L grows large, the free spectral range of the ccavity (∆ω L+ ) falls below the minimum relevant resolution of the system and we may replace the sum over modes by a spectral integral without sacrificing accuracy. Thus,
We can calculate ∆ω L+ by noting that the round-trip phase φ for any cavity must change by 2π between two adjacent resonances, giving
Since ∆ω L+ is small for large L, Eq. (28) reduces to
when applied to the c-cavity. Using the definition of the group index and the c-cavity geometry, we find
Combining Eqs. (29) and (30) and using the definition 25 gives
Substituting Eq. (31) into Eq. (27) gives
We notice here that the term L + (ω) resulting from the expression for dφ c /dω c cancels exactly with a similar effective length in the expression for the energy density. This is a particular example of what may be a more general correspondence between the derivative dφ/dω and the electromagnetic storage capacity of lossless dispersive elements.
To simplify Eq. (32) we now make the transformation
to obtain
To further simplify Eq. (34)) we make a third approximation by pulling ω and n g out of the integral. Doing so gives us
and since
we find that
which is just a restatement of Eq. (19) . The preceding derivation leading to Eq. (37) may be altered as follows to avoid reliance on any particular expression for the total electromagnetic energy density in a dispersive medium. Equation (24) gives the energy density of a c-cavity mode in the L-cavityassuming a particular form for the energy density in the -cavity. Rewriting Eq. (24) without specifying a dispersive energy density gives
where we make no assumptions on η, other than that it is finite. As L grows large, any finite value for η eventually becomes irrelevant:
Through an identical process, the free spectral range of the c-cavity, given by Eq. (29), becomes
Limits (39) and (40) may be used in place of Eqs. (24) and (31) with no change to the overall argument, yielding the final result given by Eq. (37) without invoking a particular form the energy density of an anomalously dispersive medium. Eq. (37) is valid only where loss/gain and group velocity dispersion are both negligible over the cavity resonance. For media with substantial dispersion, this limits its applicability to narrow spectral ranges. For cavities exhibiting strong normal dispersion, this presents little difficulty because dispersion may narrow the resonance bandwidth of an already high-Q cavity. However, for the white light cavity in particular, n g → 0 and the vacuum field energy predicted in Eq. (37) diverges. The open cavity model shows that this divergence comes is not due to higher buildup, but to a diverging bandwidth. In practice, the bandwidth of a given white light resonance is limited by group velocity dispersion (GVD) and by the cavity finesse. In the next subsection we explore the relationship between these two quantities in a specific white-light cavity realization.
B. Cavity noise in a symmetric gain-doublet system
Causality dictates that every anomalously dispersive cavity will exhibit both group velocity dispersion (GVD) and loss and/or gain. These quantities could vanish at line center and so might be ignored if the resonance linewidth were sufficiently narrow. As an anomalously dispersive cavity more closely approaches a white light cavity, the cavity linewidth grows. A white light cavity would correspond to an infinitely wide linewidth. Any physically reasonable model of a white light cavity resonance must include GVD.
A proper consideration of the total cavity noise must also account for the gain of the white light medium. Causality dictates that a medium that is both anomalously dispersive and transparent at a frequency ω o must exhibit gain somewhere not too distant from ω o . This gain may be difficult to maintain in a high-finesse cavity without inducing lasing. The difficulty may not be circumvented by making mirror reflectivity spectrally dependent without altering the anomalously dispersive nature of the cavity mode. This gain adds noise to our system. However, in the following calculations we will ignore its effect to show that anomalous dispersion alone is sufficient to require significant noise increases in a white light cavity. Because we will ignore gain in the paragraphs to come, the analysis contained in them will underestimate the total noise associated with the cavity mode.
We will now solve for the pseudomode field energy given by Eq. (27) for a cavity that is homogeneously filled with a medium whose energy level diagram is depicted in Fig. 3 . This medium produces a gain-doublet, as originally proposed by Steinberg and Chiao [21] , accomplished through a bichromatic Raman system as experimentally realized by Wang, Kuzmich, and Dogariu [22] . We take the two Raman gain lines to be centered about the frequency ω o and separated by a distance of 2∆. The value for ∆ may be tuned dynamically according to experimental expedience. The linear susceptibility (χ(ω)) may then be represented as [10, 23] where Γ is the Raman transition line width, and the rates M 1 and M 2 are given by
. These rates M 1 and M 2 depend on N , the number density of participating atoms, on µ ab ·ê, the dipole interaction between the exciting fields and the primary Raman transition, and on the Rabi frequencies of the two exciting fields. This last dependence means that they may be dynamically controlled by choosing the intensity of the pump lasers. Symmetry minimizes gain and group velocity dispersion at line center when the values of M 1 and M 2 are chosen such that quency for a typical bichromatic Raman system where
The dashed line indicates that this system may be combined with a broad-band absorber to roughly eliminate the net gain at line center. This effect was approximated in the original experiment by Wang, Kuzmich, and Dogariu [22] . Loss similarly played an important role in the more recent experiments reported by Pati et al. [5] . Figure 4 shows total cavity vacuum field noise for increasing finesse values as calculated from Eq. (32). For both series of points, we used the values: Γ = 1×10
6 Hz/2π, ∆ = 2×10 6 Hz/2π, M ≈ 3.45×10 −3 Hz/2π, ω o ≈ 2.42 × 10 1 5Hz/2π, which were taken from the literature [5, 10] and then adapted to avoid negative group velocities near the gain lines (Negative group velocities near the gain lines lead to extra resonances in the wings. Causality dictates that these resonances exist at frequencies where the gain is higher or the loss lower than at line center and leads to unnecessarily large noise terms. In many cases, it is also expected to lead to lasing. This effect rules out the steady state stability of a large class of anomalously dispersive cavities.) We see that for both cavities the noise increases as higher finesse confines resonance to frequencies where group velocity dispersion has less effect. As finesse becomes infinite, so does U f v despite the fact that Eq. (32) neglects any contribution of the gain of the active medium to the survival factor.
C. Anomalous dispersion, spontaneous emission, and laser linewidth
For a dipole emitter coupled to a large number of electromagnetic modes, the rate of spontaneous emission into one particular mode, for example the cavity mode, is proportional to the square of the electric field associated with that cavity mode. Then Eq. (15) suggests that the spontaneous emission rate into a particular cavity mode will scale with the squared electric field, which scales inversely with the group index. When a narrow-band approximation applies, this is the case. Thus, Eq. (37) provides a simple explanation for line narrowing Agarwal predicted in the case of lasing without inversion [24] ; the line width is already sufficiently narrow compared to the linewidth of the emitting particle such that further narrowing provides a simple effect on the spontaneous emission rate and the laser linewidth will scale with the group velocity. This result, although not explicitly applied in Agarwal's paper, can explain his results. However, the result is not new. For example, the role of the group velocity in determining laser linewidth was understood by Henry [25] , who framed the laser linewidth in terms of a ratio between the spontaneous emission rate and the number of photons in a mode and got an expression for the laser linewidth which is implicitly proportional to the group velocity.
This same result applies to anomalously dispersive resonances, provided that the cavity linewidth is still narrow compared to the line shape of the gain medium. If this condition is not met, then the broadening due to anomalous dispersion is limited by the line shape of the gain medium. In any case, anomalous dispersion leads to an increase in laser linewidth just as it does in the linewidth of an empty cavity.
The difference between our prediction for the effect of anomalous dispersion on laser linewidth and that of Shahriar et al. can be remedied if we redo their calculation while taking into account the effect of anomalous dispersion on the cavity photon lifetime. Following previous authors [26] , they used a formula for the quantum limited linewidth that is equivalent to
where τ c was a photon lifetime and n. They took τ c to be the photon lifetime of the evacuated cavity. However, the photon lifetime for the anomalously dispersive cavity differs from that of the evacuated cavity in their case by the factor 1/n g , where n g is a cavity averaged group index. If this extra factor is taken into account, then their prediction agrees with ours.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the benefits achieved through intracavity anomalous dispersion, i.e. high bandwidth combined with high buildup, come only at the cost of increased electromagnetic field noise. An infinite finesse combined with a perfect white light mode would lead to an infinite amount of field energy in the ground state of the cavity mode. Relaxing the infinite finesse condition to allow for cavity loss broadens the mode and relaxes the divergence, but still suggests a substantial increase in quantum field noise.
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